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With any infinite sequence of polynomials {/»(z)}, where /„(z) is

of degree n, and no two polynomials have the same degree, we associ-

ate an open set R of the complex z plane defined in terms of the be-

havior of the moduli |/„(z)| for large n. Precise definitions are given

in the sequel. A connected component Ro of R is assumed to contain a

point t/, which we take to be the origin, such that |/»(?;) |, when com-

pared asymptotically to sup |/„(z)| in R0, is not too small. (See (13)

and (14)). Theorem 1 then shows that the proportion of zeros of

fn(z) in any neighborhood of any finite boundary point of Ro is

bounded away from zero for some subsequence of the given sequence.

Moreover, the number of zeros of/„(z) in any bounded, closed subset

of Ro is o(n) for the whole sequence. These results are a generalization

of an unpublished theorem of the author's thesis. R0 is called a flat

region of the sequence. Theorems 2 and 3 consider the geometry of Ro.

Theorem 2 shows that Ro cannot contain an infinite, open sector if it

has a finite boundary point. The immediate interest of Theorem 2 is

contained in Example (6), where sectorwise distribution of zeros is

proved for a sequence of partial sums of a Taylor's series with one

"big" coefficient occurring anywhere except in the earliest terms. In

the corresponding theorem of Erdos and Turan [4; 5], while a

stronger type of distribution is proved, the last coefficient of each

partial sum must be large. Similarly in Dvoretsky [2; 3] the last or

next to last coefficient must be large. Theorem 3 shows that any of

a wide class of regions is a flat region for some sequence. Theorem 4

is the weak analogue of Theorem 1 when/„(z) is analytic and not nec-

essarily a polynomial. Other examples are given discussing the con-

verse of Theorem 1 and modifications in its hypothesis and conclu-

sions.

Apart from one application each of Jensen's Theorem and the

Fundamental Theorem of Normal Families, the proofs depend almost

entirely on elementary inequalities and simple majorizations. Theo-

rem 1 may be looked upon as a generalization, both in its statement

and method of proof, of the well-known theorem of Jentzsch on the

angular distribution of zeros of partial sums of Taylor's Series.
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Lemma 1. Let {fn(z)} be a sequence of functions analytic in the closure

Ri of a region Ri of the complex z-plane such that for some real sequence

(1) max log | f„(z)/fn(0) |   = o(k„), z G 5X.

Let the point q and the origin 0 belong to Ri. Then for every region R2

containing 0 and q such that RiQRi (Rt denotes the closure of Ri) the

number of zeros of fn(z) in Ri is o(kn).

Proof. Map some simply-connected closed subset of i?i containing

R2 by a schlicht function z = h(w), h(0)=0, onto the unit w circle

including its boundary. If Nn(r) is the number of zeros of Fn(w)

=fn(h(w)) in the circle \w\ =r<l, then by Jensen's Theorem

r1Nn(x) 1   r2r Fn(ei$)
(2) I    -^ dx = — I      log   -^—!-   dB.

Jo      x 2-kJo Fn(0)

On the one hand

i     r1 ^n(x)        r1 Nn(x)dx
(3) tfB(r) log-:g  |     —^ dx ^   \ •

r      JT        x Jo x

On the other hand

i riT     F»(e") /»(z)
(4) — I      log   -    dd ^   sup  log   -    .

2xJ0 Fn(0) «G«. /n(0)

Thus

(5) Nn(f) = o(kn).

Now choose r so close to 1 that the image of \w\ <r in the z-plane

contains R2. N„(r) is not less than the number of zeros of /„(z) in

Ri so the result follows from (5).

Lemma 2. Let {fn(z)} be a sequence of functions analytic in a bounded

region i?i withfn(0) =1. Let ain, ■ ■ ■ , avn be all the zeros of /„(z) in a

region R2 such that R2(ZRi. Let v=o(kn) where kn—>°° as «—»°°, and let

(6) lim sup   sup (l/kn) log |/„(z) |   =0;

then, if M>0,
V

(7) lim sup   sup   (l/&„) log XT I ! — z/ain \   ^ 0.
n->«        \i\<M i

Proof. If the lemma were false, there would exist a subsequence of
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{/n(z)j (for simplicity, not distinguished in notation) and an e>0

such that

v 2

(8) n i —- > «e*n
1 din

where |z„| ^M. Let 5 be a positive lower bound for the distance

from R2 to C(Ri). [C(Ri) denotes the complement of Ri.] Let D be

an upper bound for all \z\ with z in R2. Then if z is exterior to Ri,

(9) | (a,„ - z)/(ain - zn)\   > eA,

where A =log (8/(M+D)). By (8) and (9), exterior to Ru

(10) fl   1-—    > exp (Av + th).
i ain

Since v =o(kn),

(11) lim sup     inf    (l/kn) log f[  1- —   > 0.
n->«o       tf=C(R,) 1 0,'n

By the maximum principle

(12) sup     (l/£„) log -—-   £ 0.

n (i - «/«*.)i
Addition of (11) and (12) contradicts (6).

Definition. Let {/»(z)} be a sequence of polynomials of degree n

with no two of the same degree. Let R be defined as a subset of the z-plane

by: $ER*-> for some positive 8

(13) lim sup    sup     (l/«) log | fn(z) |   gO.

R is trivially open. If for some rjER

(14) lim (l/n) log | /„(„) |   = 0,
n

the connected component RB of R containing r\ will be called a fiat region

of the sequence (/n(z) J. Without loss in generality, we assume here and

in the sequel that r]=0.

Theorem l.Ifa sequence of polynomials {/n(z)} has aflat region Ro,

then the proportion n of zeros of fn(z) lying in any neighborhood O of

any finite boundary point s of R0 satisfies
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(15) lim sup p = p(n,Q) > 0.
n-»oo

Proof. We may obviously assume that O is a circle about 5 not

containing the origin. Let qGR0r\Q. Let tEOnC(R) [C(R) denotes

the complement of R]. Let O' be a circle about s, smaller than 0 so

that p, the min. distance of O' to C(Q), is positive and so that aG©',

and /G©'- Let Ri be a bounded, simply connected subregion of R0

such that 0, gG-^i and RidR. Then it follows from (13) that

(16) lim sup   sup (1/n) log | fn(z) |   g 0.
n-»«>       zgfii

From (14) we find that equality holds in (16) and that

(17) lim   sup (l/«)log |/»(z)//„(0)|   =0.

Let Ri be a simply-connected region containing 0 and q and such that

RiQRi- Applying Lemma 1 with k„=n implies that the number

v=v(n) of zeros of/n(z) in Rt satisfies

(18) v = o(n).

Now let us order the zeros of/„(z) (multiple zeros listed multiply) so

that ain, ■ ■ • , avn are all the zeros of /„(z) in R2. Let 6i„, ■ • • , 6„„ be

all the zeros of /„(z) in 0T\C(Ri) and let Ci„, • • • , cxn be the remain-

ing zeros of/„(z). Suppose the theorem false. Then w = o(n). Now, if

zGC(R>),

(19) fi | I-*/*. | >(h/D)\
i

Here 8 is a positive lower bound for the distance between a point in

R2 and a point in C(Ri), and Z? is an upper bound for the absolute

value of points in R2. Let

«-(*)  =  (Mz)/fn(0)) /   fl(l- z/ain)

(20)

=n(i - z/jin) n a - z/cin).
1 1

Now by (17), (18), (19) and the maximum principle,

(21) max | gn(z) \   = eo(n), z G the boundary of Rx.

Since g„(z) is analytic, (21) holds for all z in 2?i. We see from (20) that,

for any value of z
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(22) \gn(z)\   g(l+ I «|/t)»,

where e is a positive lower bound for the absolute value of points in

C(R2). Let

(23) hn(z)   =   f[ (1  - Z/Cjn).
i

If z is exterior to O,

(24)       W*n i--U6+MV.VmV        i 6,-J     V       «' /
where Af' =sup | z|, sG(9'; and m' =inf | z|, z£0'. Therefore, if z is

exterior to 0,

(25) \hn(z)\   =g(l+ |*|A)»(Jf7p)-

and by the maximum principle, interior to O

(26) \K(z)\   55 (1 + MA)»(M'/p)",

where M = sup |z|, z£0. Whereas by (21) and (24)

(27) sup | *.(*) |  = e»<»\ zERi^ C(&).

Let a be a small positive number so that if \z —1\ ^2a, z£0'. Now

since t is not in R

(28) lim sup    sup    (l/«) log |/»(«)//»(<)) |   >0.
n-*«        \z— t\^a

For a subsequence, which in view of (15) we may assume to be the

original sequence,

(29) lim     sup    (1/n) log |/,(*)//.((>) |   >0.

Since v=o(n), in view of (17) we may apply Lemma 2 with kn = n,

so that by (7) and (29)

(30) lim inf    sup    (\/n) {log | /„(z)//n(0) | -log fl | l-z/ain |1 >0.
n-»«°       \i—t\Sa ( 1 /

Also

IP

(31) sup    II I 1 - '/bin |   ^ (2M'/m'Y = «•<»',
U-«IS«    i

and so
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(32) liminf    sup    (1/w) log | hn(z) |   > 0.

Now hn(z) has no zeros interior to R2\J0' and hn(0) =1. By choice of

branch such that (hn(0))1/n = 1, we may define a single-valued function

Fn(z) =(hn(z)Yln analytic in R2U0' such that

(33) Fn(0) = 1.

Moreover by (25) and (26) we see that in i?,U0' | Fn(z) | is bounded

uniformly in n. By the fundamental theorem of normal families, there

exists a subsequence converging uniformly to an analytic limit F(z)

in T, a closed, simply-connected subset of R2\J0' containing the

circles |z| ^e/2 and |z-/| ^a. By (33),

(34) F(0) = 1.

By (27),

(35) max | F(z) |   g 1, z^TC\ C(0),

and since F(z) is analytic, F(z) = 1 in T. But by (32) at some point

in the circle \z — t\ ga, | F(z)| >1. Since this point lies in T, we have

the contradiction which establishes the theorem.

Theorem 2. Let R be a flat region of a sequence of polynomials

{fn(z)}. If R has a finite boundary point s, then R cannot contain any

infinite sector.

Proof. Let C be a circle with center f and radius a- |f |, 0<a<l.

We shall show that if |f| is sufficiently large, C cannot lie wholly

in R. This will establish the theorem. Let e be positive. Let ai„, • ■ • ,

akn be all the zeros of/„(z) in the circle | z — s| <e. Let ak+i,n, • • • , am„

be all the zeros, not already listed, and lying exterior to the circle

C of radius 2a|f | and center f. Let a„,+i,n, • ■ • , a„„ be the remaining

zeros. We have

* z   I      r|r I (1 - a)       lk
(36) inf II    1-£        |        , - 1    , *eC,

i ain I      L    | s |  -f-« J

if (1-a) |f| >|s|+e. Also

m z  \      /     a    \m-k

(37) infTJ    1-^   7TT        , *eC.
k+i ain I      \1 + 2a/

The minimum modulus property of the Tschebyscheff polynomials

for a circle yields
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n

max     TT    | w — Wj I   ^ 1
I to | 31    i-m+l

for any set of points Wj. Thus if w = (z — £)/a$,

'( n

Uf|n-mII I («* - f)M - »I
/   s A z "+1
(38)     sup   11   1-= max \-

*ec m+i ain |»|-i -A-   .       ,
1 I    | ain |

m+l

\1 + 2a)

Combining (36), (37), and (38):

" z I      /     a    \n-*rkl (1 - a) lk
(39)  suPn i—Mtzt-)        -l     m •

zGC   i ain\      \l + 2a/      L   | s \  + « J

By Theorem 1, lim supn_M (k/n)>0 as «—»»; hence if |f| is suffi-

ciently large

(40) lim sup sup (l/») log | fn(z)/fn(0) |   > 0.

C, therefore, cannot be contained in i?. Since a is arbitrarily small, no

infinite sector can be contained in R.

It is interesting to note that if R does contain C for fixed |f|

>2(|s| +e)/(l— a), (39) gives an upper bound for k/n, the proportion

of zeros in a small circle about s. Thus from the geometry of R and no

other information about the original sequence of polynomials we can

obtain information about the distribution of the zeros near the bound-

ary of R.

Aflat region can have essentially any shape. In particular:

Theorem 3. Given a region R° bounded by an analytic Jordan curve,

there exists a sequence of nested regions Rm whose union is R° and such

that each Rm is a flat region for some sequence of polynomials f%(z).

Proof. We use the theorem that the boundary of the region i?°

may be approximated by lemniscates bounding nested regions Rm

whose union is R°. This is proved in [l7]. Let pm(z) be a polynomial

such that the lemniscate | pm(z) | = 1 is the boundary of Rm, and sup-

pose its degree is d. Then

(41) | pm(z) |   < 1, if   z E Rm,
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and if a>0

(42) sup | pm(z) |   > 1, | z - z01 < a,

if Zo is on the boundary of Rm. If we define, for all integers k>0,

(43) fn(z) = [pm(z)Y+l, n = dk,

the theorem follows readily.

Examples and Corollaries (using the notation of the above

theorems).

(1) Converse of Theorem 1. A strong converse is not true: Let

f„(z) =(l—enz)(l—z"-1). Here/„(0)=1, only one zero of/„(z) lies in

|z| <1, the remaining zeros are uniformly distributed on the unit

circle. Yet, Ro is the empty set. A partial converse is true: the propor-

tion p of zeros of {f„(z)} [i.e., the number of zeros divided by the degree

n] in a sufficiently small neighborhood of any interior point of its flat re-

gion Rq satisfies lim p = 0. This follows from Lemma 1.

(2) Sectorwise distribution. If a flat region has no finite boundary

point, in view of the partial converse given in example (1), the pro-

portion v of zeros in any bounded region is o(l). Thus, by Theorem 2,

if {fn(z)) has aflat region and v9^o(l) is the proportion of zeros of fn(z)

in some fixed bounded region, the proportion e of zeros of fn(z) in any

sector with vertex at the origin satisfies: lim sup, n—> ■», e>0.

(3) Strengthening the conclusion of Theorem 1. "0" in (15) cannot

be replaced by any positive number independent of n. In fact, for fixed

M and e satisfying M>\ and l>e>0, there exists {/n(z)} whose

flat region is the unit circle and yet less than en zeros of/„(z) lie in

the circle| z| <M:

fn(z) = (1 - a*) [1 - (z/M)n~k] where k = [en]

(4) Ro not generally aflat region. One might expect that some type

of "diagonal" sequence f„(z) in Theorem 3 would have i?° as its flat

region R. In view of Theorem 2, however, this is seen to be generally

impossible. How a diagonalization process breaks down is illustrated

in the following example: fm(z) =l+[l + (z — l)/rm]n, rm real,

lim rTO= oo as n—>». Here the regions Rm are circles of radii rm all

tangent to the line %(z) = x = 1 at z = 1 and lying to the left of this line.

The zeros of/™(z) are equally spaced along the circumference of Rm.

It rm = o(n), any point s of the line x = l is a limit point of zeros of

{fn(z)} and no other points of the plane enjoy this property. How-

ever, the proportion of zeros of/™(z) in a neighborhood of 5 is zero in

the limit. The half-plane to the left of z = l cannot be a flat region R

therefore. Examination shows that no matter how slowly rm grows,
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log \fn(z)\/n=o(l) uniformly in any bounded region. R is thus the

whole plane.

(5) Complete region of uniform convergence. If the sequence {fn(z)}

has a complete region S of uniform convergence in the sense of Ostrowski

[10], S is a subregion of R. If /„(z) =l+zm+(z/2)n where m =o(«), S

is the unit circle, R is the circle \z\ <2. If 1/2>S>0 for wSw0(8)

precisely m zeros lie in the ring 1— 8 ̂  | z| ^ 1 + 8, no zeros lie either in

\z\ <1— 5 or in the ring 1+S<|z| <2 —8, n — m zeros lie in 2 — 8

<\z\ <2 + S.
(6) Sequences of partial sums of Taylor's series. Let 8 be positive. If

{/»(z)} is a subsequence of the partial sums of Taylor's series

00

i + 2><z*
i

with a finite circle of convergence such that for some k=k(n), n^.k>dn'

the inequality, \ ak\ >S*, holds, then if en is the number of zeros offn(z)

in a fixed infinite sector £, with vertex at the origin, lim sup, n—>«, e>0.

(Compare Dvoretsky [2; 3].)

Proof. The sequence {/»(z)} has a fiat region R containing the

circle of convergence in view of Example 5. Since if r is sufficiently

large

max |/n(z)|   > (5r)k j±e°™,
\z\-r

R contains one finite boundary point. The result then follows from

Theorems 1 and 2.

(7) A region U related to the flat region. Let U be defined by: f £ U*-*
there exists /3 > 0 such that

(44) sup | /.' (z)/fn(z) |   = o(n), | z - f | < p.

If the origin is in U and Uo is the connected component of U containing

the origin, then Uo is contained in a fiat region R0. Moreover, if f ERo

and there exists a connected subregion V of R0 containing f and 0

and free of all zeros of/„(z) for all n>no, then £EUo- Every finite

boundary point of Uo, therefore, is a limit point of zeros offn(z). We shall

actually prove a more general result:

(8) Let R2 be a simply-connected region such that for some open

set J?i, R2ERi, and RiERo- Let gn(z) be the polynomial as defined by

(20) obtained from /„(z) by factoring out all the zeros of fn(z) in R2

(the normalization at the origin is not necessary). Define an open set

V by: f E F<-»there exists a positive 8 such that

(45) sup | gi (z)/gn(z) |   = o(n), | z - f |  < 0.
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Define W0 as the restriction to Ri of the maximal region which (a)

contains the origin and (b) is free of all zeros of gn(z) for all ra > ra0; then

we shall prove that the origin is in V, and the connected component F0

of V containing the origin satisfies

{46) Wo C F0 C R0.

We note first that if R2 is chosen as the empty set Corollary (8)

reduces to Corollary (7). For the proof we require

Lemma 3. Let {fn(z)} be a sequence of functions analytic in a circle

C: |z —f | ^ri and let kn—>« as n—► ». If

(47) max | /„' (z)//„(z) | = o(k„), z G C,

then

(48) max | /.(s)//.(fl |   = «»<*•>, z G C;

ara^ conversely, if (48) holds, and the functions f„(z) are not zero in C,

(47) holds in a smaller circle, i.e., if r' <r,

(49) max | /„' (z)//»(z) |   = o(kn), \ z - f |   ^ /.

Proof. If z lies in C

log   |/n(z)//„(f) |    =<Rj"' U(D/fn(t)dt

^ \z-t\ ■ max  |/„'(z)//„(z)|   = o(*„)
zGC

and the first half of the lemma is proved. We apply a Theorem of

Borel and Carathebdory (see Titchmarsh [15]) to log (/n(z)//„(£)) to

obtain

(50) max    |/„' (z)/fn(z) |  ^ [8r/(r - r')2]   max   log | /„(z)//„(f) |,
I z_f | - r' \'-{\-r

and the second half of the lemma follows directly.

Now suppose that fGJF0, then there exists fi such that if |z — f| g/3,

zGlFoCi?!. Suppose that f does not belong to V. Then for some

subsequence of {n\, which for simplicity we do not distinguish in

notation, and for some positive S,

(51) sup | g„' (z)/gn(z) I   > bn, | z - f |   < fi/2.

Since g„(z) is free of zeros in IFo, we may define there a single-valued,

analytic function, the branch of the rath root of gn(z) which is unity

at the origin. By (21), we are permitted an application of the funda-

mental theorem of normal families leading to:
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(52) lim (l/«y)(log | gnj(z) I - log I gB/(r) I = 0,
J

uniformly in \z—f| ^8, for some subsequence {#,•} of {«}. By the

converse of Lemma 3, (52) contradicts (51). This implies that $EV

and hence W0Q V. Thus the origin is in V and WoQ V0.

To prove the remainder of (46), let f£F0. Then there exists a

finite chain of circles C$ with centers £/, J = l, • ■ • , m, such that

CjEVo, $i+iECj, and fi = 0, £»• = £• BY Lemma 3, max |g»(z)/g«(fy)|
= e°("), zECj, j = l, ■ • ■ , m. Taking the product with respect to j

and majorizing we find

(53) max | g„(z) | = «<><»>, z E Cm.

We have that for zECm

fn(z) , , " z
(54) max log  ——   ^ max log [ gn(z) |  + max log H  1-.

/n(0) i a,B

If we set kn=n in Lemma 2, we see that the last term in (54) is o(n).

Then in view of (53) the whole right side of (54) is o(n). Thus f ER,

and VoQRo-

Theorem 4. Let {kn} be a real sequence, kn^0. Let {fn(z)} be func-

tions analytic in Ro, a region containing the origin. Let

(55) lim (1/ki) log | /„(0) |   = 0.
n

Suppose that for every closed subset A of R0

(56) lim sup max (l/k„) log | /„(z) |  g 0.
n—*» t^A

Suppose 0'C0 are two circles about s, a finite boundary point of R0,

such that fn(z) may be continued throughout 0 and

(57) lim sup max (l/kn) log |/»(z) | < <»,
n-»»       «G0

and

(58) sup max (l/kn) log | /„(») |   > 0.
»    «G0'

Tfeew 0 contains a zero of fn(z) for all n sufficiently large.

The proof of Theorem 4, being similar to and simpler than that of

Theorem 1, is omitted.

A comparison of Theorem 1 and the Theorems of Erdos and Turan

[4; 5] is made in a companion paper.
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